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Dunmar Inn
& Legal Tender
Restaurant
1601 Harrison Dr. Evanston, WY
(307) 789-3770

OLD West Stories & Productions

307-789-8116
Exerts from the Bridger Valley Enterprise July 30, 1912
*NOTE - I found this on page one of the above paper and found it
very interesting. I, too, will bring you this article over the next few
weeks. Unfortunately, as of this time this is the only portion of
the whole “History” I can find, the history as published in 1912 will
be incomplete in Moments In History.

Life History of “Jim” Bridger - The Daniel Boone
of the Rockies
(It is fitting that the Bridger Valley Enterprise should devote part
of its space to the noted frontiersman, “Jim” Bridger, whose life
story will be told in detail through these columns. We would suggest that our readers save the Enterprise from week to week until
the story is completed and the home will then possess a reliable
history of the man who made this valley possible, and whose
name is honored with those of other early pioneers.)
(Continued from last Issue.)
Sublette left St. Louis April 10, 1830, with eighty-one men and ten
wagons, with five mules to each wagon, and these were the first
wagons to be used over what was known as the Oregon trail. They
reached the Wind river rendezvous on July 16.

Find More “Moments in History”
1020 Front St., Evanston, WY
9a.—5p. M-F/Sat. 10a.– 4p.
307-789-8248 / 888-989-8248

Tires * Auto Repair & Maintenance * Oil
Change * Brakes * and more
607 W Cheyenne Dr. Evanston, WY

(307) 789-1130

A special THANK YOU to all of our teachers!
School, church and role models. Your hard
work, planning and patience will give you a
special place in heaven!

GOD BLESS AMERICA!!!

You Could Win!
1. Find

the ad in this week’s issue
with the very small hidden picture
of the OLD West Stories & Productions
logo.

2. Mail in this entry form to:
OLD West Stories & Productions
1044 Main, Evanston, WY 82930
OR Email: MomentsinHistory@gmail.com
WIN a donated gift card from a Moments in
History distributor.
One winner will be drawn the first of every month and will be
Name: ________________________________ Age: ______
Phone #: ______________________________
Address: __________________________________________
Email: ____________________________________________

On August 4, 1830, Smith, Jackson and Sublette sold out the company to Milton G. Sublette, Henry Frack, John B. Ggervais and
James Bridger. The new firm was called the Rocky Mountain Fur
company, the under these people was the only time the company
operated under its own name. The trappers divided and occupied
different sections of the country. Bridger, with Fitzpatrick and Sublette, took 200 men, went into the Big Horn basin, crossed the
Yellowstone, then north to the great falls of the Missouri, ascended the Missouri to the three forks, went by the Jefferson to the
divide, then south several hundred miles to Salt Lake. Here the
obtained the furs collected by Peter Skeen Ogden, of the Hudson
Bay company. They then covered the country to the eastward,
and reached the valley of Powder river by the first of winter, traveling in all about 1,200miles. Here they spent the winter. It is
probable that during this trip Bridger first saw Yellowstone Lake
and geysers, and he was probably the first fur trader to make
known the wonders of Yellowstone park. He talked a great deal
about it in the fifties, and his description of it was of such a nature
that it was considered to be a great exaggeration, but the development of the park in later years shows that he did not exaggerate its beauties and wonders. Bridger evidently well acquainted
with its wonderful features. Captain Chittenden, in his “The Yellowstone National Park,” quote’s from Gunnison’s “History of the
Mormons” giving Bridger’s description on the park as follows: : “A
lake, sixty miles long, cold and pellucid, lies embosomed among
high precipitous mountains. On the west side is a sloping plain,
several miles wide, with clumps of trees and groves of pines. The
ground resounds with the tread of horses. Geysers spout up seventy feet high, with a terrific, hissing noise, at regular intervals.
Water falls are sparkling, leaping and thundering down the precipices, and collect in the pools below. The river issued from this
lake, and for fifteen miles roars through the perpendicular canyon
at the outlet. In this section are the ‘Great Springs’ so hot that
meat is readily cooked in them, and, as they descend on the successive terraces afford at length delightful baths. In the other side
is an acid spring, which gushes out in a river torrent: and below is
a cave which supplies vermillion for the savages in abundance. In
this admirable summary we readily discover the Yellowstone lake,
the Grand Canyon, the falls, the geyser basin, the mammoth
springs and Cinnebar mountain.”
A small lake near the headwaters of the Yellowstone has been
named Bridger lake.
(We will continue with the portion of this ‘Life History’ on our next
Moments In History)

Trivia
1 - Before it began to lean, the tower of Piza was built to be
what?
2 - Winston Churchill replace which person as British prime
minister?
3 - The title of this occupation contains three consecutive pairs of
double letters in tis name. What is the occupation?
(Answers on other side)

Come one, Come all to the

Bumble Bee Bar
for the Saint Patrick’s Day Party!
Friday, March 17th, receive a free
lottery ticket w/
your 1st drink!
You could be
“Lucky for Life”!
7436 State Hwy
89 North

THIS SPACE
FOR RENT
call 307-789-8116
CONGRATULATIONS!!
Abel Ponce of Evanston
Abel was one of several people who found the
“Old West Stories & Productions” logo in a past
edition. We put all the entries together and
Abel’s was the name that was selected. Abel will
receive a $25 certificate from one of our
distribution locations!

Our Thank You to everyone who is so diligently
working to keep our streets, sidewalks and
parking lots free of snow! To the hundreds of
city, county and state employees as well as the
army on individuals driving a snow plow or
wielding a shovel! A special Thank You from
everyone at

Moments In History!!!
From the Evanston Register July 15, 1893 page 3

WHY NOT VISIT THE WORLD’S FAIR
AT OUR EXPENSE?
We will issue to every customer a premium ticket.
Whenever a purchase is made, it will be punched
out, and when you have bought $25 worth of goods
you will receive, free, an elegant book, entitled THE
WORLD’S GREAT NATIONS, worth $4, and a chance
in our drawing of August 1st, for a

Free Trip to the WORLD’S FAIR
As soon as one ticket is punched out another will be
issued giving you when punched out another
chance to win.

BEEMAN & CASHIN MERCANTILE
Evanston WY

See this space? So
will thousands of
others! Why aren’t you
letting people know
where to find you?

call 307-789-8116

WISH YOUR FRIENDS FAMILY AND CO-WORKERS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY OR ANNIVERSARY ON THE AIR!
THEY COULD WIN A $40 GIFT CERTIFICATE FROM TUMBLIN’
TUMBLEWEEDS RESTAURANT! STOP BY THE RADIO STATION
STUDIOS TO SIGN SOMEONE UP!

This Week In History
March 9,
1959 Barbie Mattel introduces the doll that would become an
American icon.
1916 Pancho Villa a Mexican revolutionary, leads 1500 guerrillas
into New Mexico killing 17 Americans.
1864 Ulysses S. Grant is commissioned Lieutenant-General, the
highest rank in the army. He assumed command of the Union Army the following day.
1562 Kissing in public is made illegal in Naples, Italy, punishable by
death.
March 10,
1982 Jupiter Effect All of the planets align on the same side of the
Sun. Some had predicted this would cause catastrophic disasters.

“We’re a different kind of dealer!”

Star Valley Independent

April 2, 1909 page 4

MISSING BALLOONISTS FOUND
Struck Current of Cold Air and Big
Balloon Dropped Into Canyon.

1927 First armored car robbery Members of Flathead gang dynamite a Brink's armored car en route outside of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and make off with $104,000.
1888 Blizzard of 1888 One of the most famous snow storms in
U.S. history, killing 400 people and creating 30-foot snow drifts.
March 13,

Did You Know

Funny! - - - and not so!!!!
Height makes all the difference. Tall guy walks
around with a trench coat, he looks like Wyatt
Earp or something cool like that. I put one on,
you know what I look like? I look like the
Hamburglar.
I used to be a narcissist. But now look at me.
I called the cops about a murder on my front
lawn...They said they couldn’t do anything about
crows and to stop calling them.
I haven’t owned a watch for...I don’t know how
long.

call 307-789-8116

My wife accused me of being a transvestite, So I
packed her things and left.

Trivia Answers:

ADVERTISING HERE!

I almost got caught stealing a board game today.
But it was a Risk I was willing to take.

1 - A bell tower for the nearby cathedral. 2 - Neville Chamberlain
3 - Bookkeeper

MORE PEOPLE WOULD KNOW YOU’RE
THERE, IF YOU WERE

(307) 789-3636
Free Photo Downloads
Free Classifieds
Local Events
Local Weather
Local Sports
Local News
Listen Live

March 11,

1968 An Army nerve gas test kills 6,000 sheep outside of Salt Lake
Los Angeles - After one of the most harCity due to a shift in wind direction; if it had shifted the other
rowing experiences in the history of balway…
looning, Captain A.E Mueller and his five
companions who ascended in the big Farris racing balloon “America” at Tournament park, Pasadena, Saturday afternoon, During WWII, the U.S. had a plan to dye Mt. Fuji black.
March 20, and had since been lost in the
Though never seen to fruition, the plan was devised as a
wilds of the snow covered Sierra Madre
form of psychological warfare to play against the supermountains, arrived of foot at Switzer’s
stitions of the Japanese. The idea was that locals would
camp, on the slopes of Mount Wilson, foot- be horrified to awaken one day and find a deeply spirsore and weary, but unharmed, on Tuesitual symbol of their culture had turned black, which, in
day. The balloon was in the air less than
theory, would have served as a distraction to help give
two hours. It was carried by the strong
Americans the advantage.
north wind over the mile high summit of
You can buy stackable planet rings that let you wear the
Mount Lowe and swept on across the insolar system on your fingers.
tervening peaks and canyons to the lofty
Eagles are taking out illegal drones. Because small
summit of Mount Gabriel, where by the
drones are often used to commit crimes or fly over rereckless casting away of ballast the balstricted airspaces, presidential palaces, and military
loon cleared and soared away towards
sites, countries like France and the Netherlands are
Strawberry peak, on the third range.
training the birds to hunt them down. Their success
Crossing this at a low altitude, the bag
rates have been as high as 80%.
encountered a strong current of cold air,
which brought it rapidly to earth. A sucBlind people can only dream in smells, sounds, and
cessful landing was effected on the north
feelings. Those who are born blind don’t see in their
side of Strawberry peak in what is know
dreams because the subconscious can’t manifest an imas Little Tejunga canyon at about 5 o’clock age if it’s never even experienced one. Studies show that
Saturday afternoon, less than two hours
even people who lost their sight before the age of five
after their ascension at Pasadena. The dis- can only dream the way they live their lives: by experitance covered was less than fifteen miles
encing touch, sounds, tastes, smells, thoughts, and
in a direct line, but by any possible foot
emotions.
route many times that distance.

Thank You for your feedback
on the enjoyment you receive
from this publication.

190 Arrowhead Dr. Evanston, WY

If you sign a contract with Disney, the 3
things you are forbidden from including in
your film are beheadings, impalement,
and smoking.
Leonard Nimoy’s final tweet before dying
was: “A life is like a garden. Perfect moments can be had, but not preserved, except in memory. LLAP (live long and prosper)
The United States spends billions of dollars putting out wildfires every year. 84%
of those fires are started by humans.
Viola Davis is the first African American to
win an Oscar, Tony, and Emmy award for
acting. Before her Best Supporting Actress
win this year, only 22 other people had
completed the “triple crown” by receiving
all 3 awards for performance alone.
Mary Somerville is the reason for the word
‘scientist’. A self taught mathematician,
astronomer, and physicist, she was a
master of connecting the physical sciences. In 1834, she’d impressed a historian
who found himself unable to publicly
praise her because the only common description for the sort of scholar was ‘man
of science.’ He then coined the term
‘scientist’ - but wasn’t intended to be a
gender neutral noun, it was specifically a
reference to Mary Somerville’s expertise.
There’s a device that fits over your car’s
exhaust pipe, captures pollution, and
turns it into ink. Because exhaust contains the same material that ink is already
made of, a company called Air Ink takes
the carbon emissions collected from tailpipes, makes their own earth-friendly inks
and markers, and simultaneously reduces
pollution from both car exhaust and from
the ink making process.
You can buy a keyboard designed to mimic the sound and feel of a typewriter. Despite the minimal, futuristic design, the
keys make a vintage, mechanical, switching sound and give a slight resistance
when tapped so you can experience the
nostalgia of old school typing without giving up the convenience of digital technology.

For Sale: Pro-Form 920s EKG exercise
bike with silent magnetic resistance
and certified personal trainer programs for different levels of workouts.
$50

call 307-746-5520

